2002 pontiac sunfire thermostat location

Follow these directions. I know it's for a but the engines are the same so it should work.
NighthawkAutomotive answered 9 years ago. I wish I could say that the engines are the same
but the wiki forum is inaccurate for the 2. If you were to look at the rear or firewall side of the
engine, you will find a steel tube running from the water pump, under the exhaust manifold to a
block unit bolted to the block using three bolts. Use a 10 mm deep walled socket to remove
these bolts and also remove the bolt retaining the pipe from the lower radiator hose easiest
access would be to remove the air intake duct between the air cleaner box and the intake
plenum this will allow the block to be moved away from the block. By the time you have
removed these bolts, hopefully you will have niticed the dome shaping to the end of the pipe
you have further exposed. This process in a mechanics shop would take approximately 3 hours
going by thier books. My personal time has been cut down to 1 hour not including the time
taken out of each step to post this as i go Please feel free to email me NighthawkAutomotive
yahoo. NighthawkAutomotive answered 7 years ago. After finding the site again and reading my
posting, I would like to apologize for the typing errors. Hands were kinda greasy and was using
my dads computer. GuruCYVM5 answered 2 years ago. CarGurus has 5 nationwide Sunfire
listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and
make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Pontiac Sunfire question. Search Pontiac Sunfire Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great
deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Chevrolet Cavalier 7
listings. Used Pontiac Firebird 10 listings. Used Cars for Sale. GM uses the 2. These are all
vehicles manufactured for European Countries. Since the engine is used in so many different
vehicles, common repairs like replacing the thermostat are straight forward and relatively easy
to complete. Place a large container under the location where the lower radiator hose connects
to the radiator outlet. Squeeze the tension tabs of the radiator clamp together with a pair of
pliers to release the clamp pressure on the hose. With the pressure released, pull the hose off
the radiator inlet and drain the radiator fluid into the container. Follow the radiator hose to the
location where it connects to the engine block. It's located below the throttle body. Remove the
hose from the housing in the same manner as you did with the other end of the hose. Remove
the two bolts that secure the housing to the engine block. A 14mm socket with extension bar
makes it easier to reach the bolts. Pull the housing off the engine and discard the O-ring inside
of the housing. Put a new O-ring into the housing. Pull the old thermostat out of the engine
block. Replace it with a new one. One end of the thermostat has a large spring on it. Place the
spring into the engine. Place the thermostat back onto the engine block and bolt it into place.
The thermostat does not utilize a traditional gasket. Rather, GM relies on the O-ring to seal the
thermostat housing. Slide the radiator hose back onto the housing and secure it with the clamp.
Complete the same process with the radiator inlet and the other end of the hose. Fill the radiator
with new coolant. He has extensive experience working in supervisory roles within the wireless
and Internet technologies fields. Silket is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in business management
and network technologies at Lehigh Carbon Community College. How do I Replace a
Thermostat 2. Step 1 Place a large container under the location where the lower radiator hose
connects to the radiator outlet. Step 2 Follow the radiator hose to the location where it connects
to the engine block. Step 3 Remove the hose from the housing in the same manner as you did
with the other end of the hose. Step 4 Remove the two bolts that secure the housing to the
engine block. Step 5 Pull the housing off the engine and discard the O-ring inside of the
housing. Step 6 Pull the old thermostat out of the engine block. Step 7 Place the thermostat
back onto the engine block and bolt it into place. Step 8 Slide the radiator hose back onto the
housing and secure it with the clamp. Large container Pliers 14mm socket Extension bar 2
gallons of radiator fluid 2 gallons of distilled water. Asked by Wiki User. If it's similar to the '99
that I'm working on, this may help. I followed the upper large hose from the radiator back to the
block. After clearing cables I saw an imprinted message on the housing that read 'Thermostat is
located near water pump'. I got the car on ramps, crawled under, and followed the lower radiator
hose back, and I can see the thermostat in between the block and the transaxle. I can't see it
from the top yet, will update when I find more A lack of water in your cooling system will cause
your Pontiac Sunfire to overheat. A malfunctioning thermostat can also cause it to overheat.
The Pontiac sunfire does not have a cabin filter. The air flows freely either in fresh air or
recirculation modes. Where is the fuel idle control valve for a Pontiac Sunfire. The fuel filter on a
Pontiac Sunfire is in the rear between the fuel tank and the rear axle. By the way its under the
car and easy to change takes about 10 minutes. The side of the driver's door on my Pontiac

sunfire is a little hard to read, but I believe it says 30 PSI. The thermostat is located in the
housing where the top radiator hose connects to the engine. You will have to disconnect the
hose and unbolt the housing to get to the thermostat. I need to know how to remove a rear
wheel speed sensor on a Pontiac Sunfire. The Bonneville with a 3. A different engine any use a
different location. You can replace a timing chain on a Pontiac Sunfire by visiting a local
mechanic and having him take care of it for you. This is a tricky part to change yourself. I know
that on a '96 the fuel filter is an in-line type near the fuel tank. As Pontiac hasn't really altered
much on the Sunfire in over ten years, I'd suggest starting there. You have to get an aftermarket
chip. It is located directly under the throttel body. AnswerWhere is the thermostat on a Pontiac
Grand Am? Also, not listed on the page as an instruction but something I did when changing
the thermostat was to take off the throttle body which made getting to the inlet manifold bolts
much easier. The bottom bolt was particulary hard to get too, the top bolt was not too bad.
Good Luck. Where is the thermostat located on a Honda accord LX. All Sunfires, 2. You must
drop the pan. It's between the engine block and the cylinder head. The Frontier thermostat is
located in the thermostat housing. The housing is the connection for the top radiator hose. Ask
Question. Pontiac Sunfire. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions.
What would make a Pontiac sunfire overheat? Where is the cabin air filter located on a Pontiac
Sunfire? Where is the idle air control valve on a Pontiac sunfire? Where is the fuel filter located
on a Pontiac Sunfire 2. What is the correct tire pressure for a Pontiac sunfire? How do you
replace thermostat on Pontiac Bonneville? Where is the input speed sensor an a Pontiac
sunfire? Where is the thermostat located on a Pontiac Bonneville? How do you change Pontiac
Sunfire ? How do you replace a timing chain on a Pontiac Sunfire? Where is the fuel filter
located on a Pontiac Sunfire? How can you disable the speed governor on a Pontiac Sunfire?
Where is the thermostat located on a Pontiac Grand Am? Warning lights for a Pontiac Sunfire?
Where is the thermostat located on a Honda Accord lx? Where is the abs fuse located on a
Pontiac aztek? Does a Pontiac Sunfire have a timing belt or chain? Where is the drain plug for
an automatic transmission on a Pontiac Sunfire 2. Where is the thermostat on a Honda Accord?
Where is the fuel pump on a Pontiac Sunfire Coupe? How many liters of gas does a Pontiac
Sunfire hold? Where is the head gasket on a Pontiac Sunfire? Where is the thermostat located
on a Nissan Frontier 3. Asked By Wiki User. How many feet are in seven minutes? What is the
difference between margin and margin? Is Stanley tucci Jewish? What letter in the Alphabet is
always waiting in order? Is making glass from sand a chemical change? What is black and white
and blue all over? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed Where is the thermostat located on a Pontiac Sunfire? Unanswered
Questions Explain rationalization of information flows timing and accuracy of destination of
output? What online sites don't ask for cvv? How will you prepare laboratory procedure to
verify the validity of the hypothesis example? How old is wes mccoy from shopnbc? Is the pure
nudism website legal in UK? What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What size are Mia
Khalifa cc implants? What are the weaknesses of education ordinance? All Rights Reserved.
The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise
used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Q: My Pontiac Sunfire coupe is doing
something something I can't easily explain. The car has , km on it and it has the stock engine,
although I think I bought it with a K filter charger. While driving the temperature gauge will
plummet from about degrees to -7, and the engine is trying to keep up with temperature drop,
because I'm getting worse fuel economy. I think it's a mass airflow or fuel pressure problem. I
don't think it's the thermostat, but could it be the temperature sending unit? I drive about km a
week. A: Well, the water temperature obviously isn't going from a normal deg to well below zero
while the engine is running. I'd start by checking the temperature sender's connector and
wiring, and then use a voltmeter to see what the voltage at the sender is before and after the
temperature swing to confirm a bad sender. Shop for the part at the auto parts store before you
go pay top dollar at the dealership. Follow up Q: Thanks Mike! I installed the new sender and
started the car up. The temperature in the car yesterday on the way to and from work was both
ways. So after installing it and waiting for the computer to cycle the engine temp was still
showing Will it take a while for the new sender to work or is it a bad sender? Follow up A: Either
your new sender is bad not likely or the wiring or connector to it is open. There's no waiting
timeâ€”the temperature should read correctly immediately. Since this forms a series circuit to
ground through the ECT sensor, high sensor resistance low temperature will result in high PCM

terminal voltage. When the resistance of the ECT sensor is low high temperature , the terminal
voltage will be drawn lower. This terminal voltage indicates engine coolant temperature to the
PCM. Remember, these DTCs indicate a malfunction in the engine coolant temperature circuit,
so proper use of the DTC table may lead to either repairing a wiring problem or replacing the
sensor, to properly repair a problem. Your â€”40 deg reading says to me the circuit is open, so
look for a connector with a pushed-back pin, a broken wire or corrosion that keeps the
connection from being made. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. How to Stay
Warm Without Power. From the Service Manual: "The Engine Coolant Temperature sensor 3 is a
thermistor, a resistor which changes value based on temperature, mounted in the engine
coolant stream. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Cars. Log In or Create Account Optional. Log Into My Account. Please enter your email address
and the security code exactly a
mercedes m class wiki
squire strat wiring diagram
2002 chevy malibu 31 firing order
s shown in the image, then press "Submit" to create an account. Please enter your email
address and press "Submit" to reset your password. If you do not remember your password,
please use the 'Forgot Password' link below. New Image. Mobile Site. Manufacturer and carrier
names and logos in the RockAuto catalog are trademarks of their respective companies and are
used only to identify their products. All rights reserved. Include vehicles sold in. Cooling
System. Distributor Mounting Gasket. Gasket Material. O-Ring Type. Add to Cart. Thermostat
Housing Seal. Thermostat Seal. Includes Multiple Pack. Price reflects cost of each individual
item, not the pack. Use: Thermostat Housing; Thermostat seal. Please create a password for
your account. Please set a password for your account. Security Code. Password New
Password. Confirm New Password. Keep Me Logged In. Gift Certificates. About Us. Repair Index
Calculator. Show Quick Cart. Intentionally blank. No parts for vehicles in selected markets.

